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FLUTTERING BUTTERFLY CUPCAKES
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wilton foodcrafting supplies:
   Petal Standard Baking Cups 
   Non-Stick Standard Muffin Pan 
   16"x10" Non-Stick Cooling Grid 
   Candy Melts Candy: Blue, Lavender, Black and Yellow
   Butterfly Wings Candy Mold

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: 1-2 hours

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  

Created by Wilton Industries, Inc.

Wilton, the Wilton logo and Candy Melts are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Wilton Industries, Inc. in the United 
States and/or other countries. ©2012 Wilton Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. 

DIRECTIONS:
1. Bake cupcakes in baking cups; cool completely on cooling grid. 
2. Melt Candy Melts Candy according to package directions.
3. Make candy butterflies using mold. Using a cut parchment bag, pipe wing details with melted blue and lavender Candy Melts 

Candy. Pipe body with melted black Candy Melts Candy. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set. 
4. Fill the mold to the top with melted yellow Candy Melts Candy using a cut disposable decorating bag. Allow to cool in refrigerator 

until set. 
5. Place mold on a flat surface and gently twist to release candy. Insert right side of butterfly in the slot on the left side of butterfly. 

Using a cut parchment bag and melted blue and lavender Candy Melts Candy, pipe dots on wings. Using a cut parchment bag and 
melted black Candy Melts Candy, pipe a line to cover seam on body. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set. 

6. Pipe swirl on cupcake top using tip 12, cut disposable decorating bag and decorator icing. Position butterfly on cupcake.

   15" Parchment Triangles
   12" Disposable Decorating Bags 
   White Ready-To-Use Decorator Icing—4.5 lb. Tub 
   Cake Decorating Tip 12
• Favorite cupcake recipe or mix

PEEK-A-BOO BUNNY CUPCAKES
SUPPLIES & TOOLS:
• Wilton foodcrafting supplies:
   Shaped Eggs Standard Baking Cups 
   Non-Stick Standard Muffin Pan 
   16"x10" Non-Stick Cooling Grid 
   Easter Mega Candy Kit (bunny mold, white Candy Melts Candy,  

    disposable decorating bags and 6" lollipop sticks used) 
   Candy Melts Candy: Black and Pink
DIRECTIONS:
1. Bake cupcakes in baking cups; cool completely on cooling grid. 
2. Melt Candy Melts Candy according to package directions. 
3. Make bunny lollipops using mold from kit. Using cut parchment bags, pipe eyes with melted black Candy Melts Candy and nose 

with melted pink Candy Melts Candy. Allow to cool in refrigerator until set. Place mold on a flat surface and gently twist to   
release candy.

5. Using cut parchment bags, pipe ears with melted pink Candy Melts candy and mouth with melted black Candy Melts Candy. Allow 
to cool in refrigerator until set. 

6. Tint decorator icing green. Pipe grass using tip 233, cut disposable decorating bag and green icing. Insert lollipop into cupcake. 
(Trim stick as needed.)

   15" Parchment Triangles
   White Ready-To-Use Decorator Icing—4.5 lb. Tub 
   Leaf Green Icing Color 
   Cake Decorating Tip 233
• Favorite cupcake recipe or mix 
• Knife
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